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Single-crystal Magnetic Properties of Lanthanide Complexes. Part X.l 
H exa kis ( a nt i py r i ne) h o I mi u m ( I 11)  Tr i - iod i de 
By M. Gerloch and D. J.  Mackey, University Chemical Laboratory, Lensfield Road, Cambridge CB2 1 EW 

The principal and average magnetic moments of hexakis(antipyrine) holmium( 1 1 1 )  tri-iodide [antipyrine (antip) is  
2.3-dimethyl-1 -phenyl- AS-pyrazolin-5-oneI have been measured in the temperature range 80-300 K. The 
results are interpreted within a point-charge crystal-field model of D3h symmetry by use of 6/s and 6 / ,  free-ion states 
as basis, corrected for the effects of intermediate coupling. A range of values for p4 and p6, the fourth- and sixth- 
order radial parameters, i s  fixed for Ho(antip),l, by the temperature-dependence of mean moments. For points 
within this range, anisotropies fix values of A2"<r2>. related to the coefficient of the second-order crystal-field 
harmonic. Intermediate compromise values are: pa = 350, pa = '1 50, A,"(r2> = 220 C M - l .  

WE describe the magnetic properties of single crystals octahedral series Ln(antip)& [where (antip) is 
of the f10 holmium analogue of the trigonally distorted antipwne = 2,3-dimethyl-l-phenyl-A3-pyrazolin-5-one]. 

Crozier and Runciman 3,4 have fitted baricentres of 
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holmium compound spectra 6-8 to a free-ion, inter- 
mediate-coupling model parameterized by the three 
energies El,  E,, and E, as interelectron repulsion factors 
and C, the spin-orbit coupling coefficient. Their papers 
quote best-fit parameters, spin-orbit matrices, calculated 
eigenvalues, and percentage purities of the eigen- 
vectors. The eigenvectors proper were not quoted and 
we therefore do so in the Appendix, having constructed 
them by repeating their calculations. The mean 
observed energy levels and purities of the lowest states 
forf1° are given in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 
Energies and purities of lowest states of f10 free ions 
State "* 5 1 ,  5 1 ,  5 1 5  61, 6F4 

Energy/cm-' 0 5120 8590 11,218 13,319 15,610 
Purity (%) 93 97 95 91 90 82 

Our crystal-field calculations have again employed the 
model described in Part  I.9 The H ~ ( a n t i p ) , ~ +  complex 
ion lies a t  a crystal site of symmetry 3;  the ' octahedra ' 
are centrosymmetric and suffer a general angular dis- 
tortion with respect to the unique crystal c axis. if'e 
have chosen to  reduce the large number of variables a 
freely parameterized model requires in the following 
empirical way. We follow the common practice of 
assuming that the crystal-field effects of the organic 
ligands can be approximated by nearest-neighbour 
interactions alone, thus defining these interactions to be 
directed along the Ho-0 bonds or along some closely 
related ' effective ' bond axes directed at the metal atom. 
This assumption then raises the symmetry from S, to 
D, so effecting some reduction in the number of free 
parameters. Representation of these effects by point- 
charges rather than point-dipoles directed toward the 
central metal is then a relatively unimportant choice. 
We have opted for the point-charge approach for reasons 
of simplicity in calculation and in comparing our results 
with others throughout the lsnthanide and transition 
series. Within this empirical point-charge model of 
D pz, pa, and 
p6, being radial integrals associated with second-, fourth-, 
and sixth-order terms in the crystal-field potential. 
The angle 0 between the unique crystal axis and any 
Ho-0 vector then describes the angular distortion of the 
ion. We refer to 8 as the ' distortion angle,' remember- 
ing, however, that  0 = OWt = C O S - ~ ~ / &  for the case of 
zero distortion from a regular octahedral array of point- 
charges. Insofar that we represent the antipyrine 
ligands by point-charges, the angle 8 is to  be regarded as 
an ' effective ' parameter of the system and not simply 
defined by the M-0 vectors as defined by X-ray analysis., 
Our model also assumes that this empirically defined 0 
parameter also satisfactorily takes up errors introduced 
by neglecting any dipolar contributions normal to the 
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metal-ligand bonds. Finally, the great bulk of the six 
antipyrine ligands presumably ensures the assumption 
of magnetic dilution is valid. 

Calculations have been performed by use of 51, + sI, 
states as basis, corrected for the effects of intermediate 
coupling as in the Appendix, and so involved diagonaliz- 
ation of a 32 x 32 matrix. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Powder susceptibilities and crystal anisotropies of 
Ho(antip),I, were measured in the temperature range 
80-300 K by the Gouy and Krishnan 'critical torque' 
methods, respectively. The results, corrected for the 
diamagnetic properties of the lutetium a n a l o g ~ e , ~  are given 
in Tables 2 and 3 : interpolated values of principal molecular 
magnetic moments appear in Table 4. Procedures and 
calibrations are as in ref. 10. 

T A B L E  2 
Experimental average magnetic susceptibilities of 

Ho(antip) ,I, 

T/ I i  c. g. s. u. mol-1 T / K  C.Q.S.U. mo1-I 
106jM' 1 O y M '  

308.5 
293.5 
288-0 
276.0 
267.5 
26 1.5 
238.5 
214-0 

45,280 
46,820 
47,880 
49,590 
51,090 
52,380 
67,170 
63,790 

194.5 
173.5 
162.0 
146.0 
131.0 
114.0 
99.5 
91.0 

70,170 
78,160 
83,530 
92,570 

102,350 
116,450 
132,950 
146,150 

TABLE 3 
Esperirnental magnetic anisotropies of Ho(sntip),T, 

293.5 7350 182.3 
281.0 8335 179.0 
259.5 9705 157.0 
247.0 11,070 144.5 
227.0 13,110 132.3 
210.5 15,270 118.5 
191.0 18,240 97-J 

86.5 

20,000 
20,670 
25,710 
29,070 
32,870 
37,800 
48,760 
55.140 

I)1scuss10s 
Energy levels of an f1* ion in six-co-ordinate D, 

symmetry are shown for the lowest state 51, as functions 
of distortion angle 8 in Figure 1 .  There is an Es ground 
state except for 8 between ca. 60 and 63" when an A ,  
state crosses it to become the lowest-energy state. 
Between 58 and 65", these two levels remain within 
2 cm-l of each other. Although there is always an E,  
ground state for trigonal elongation (0 < O,,,t) a second 
Eg level remains fairly close to ground and a t  0 ca. 50" 
approaches within 3.8, cm-l of it. 

Despite this behaviour of energy levels, the principal 
and average magnetic moments in Figure 2 show 
' normal ' behaviour with 8 ,  as compared with those for 
other members of this series. The magnetic anisotropy 
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is in the sense pll > pl for 0 < Omt. The mean moments, 
(300 K) and (i (100 K), are independent of 0 and, not 

shown, of pz. In  one respect, however, the moments 
shown in Figure 2 are anomalous in that the magnitudes 

TABLE 4 

Interpolated principal magnetic moments of Ho (antip),I, 
7'1 I< F/B.JI. pi~/B.hI. pi/B.hI.  
: m * 5  10.47 11.01 10.20 
293.5 10.49 11.03 10.2 1 
288.0 10.51 11.06 10.22 
276.0 10.47 11-05 10.17 
267.5 10.46 11.06 10.15 
261.5 10-47 11.1 1 10.13 
238.5 10.45 11.15 10.08 
214.0 10.45 11.23 10.04 
194.5 10.45 11.30 10*00 
173.5 10.42 11.36 9.93 
162.0 10.41 11.36 9.90 
146.0 10.40 11.42 9.86 
131.0 10.36 11-43 9.79 
114.0 10.31 11.43 9.70 
99.5 10.29 11.44 9-67 
91.0 10.32 11.48 9.68 

FIGCRE 1 Energy levels arising in D ,  crystal field from free-ion 
6 1 8  state of f"J configuration as functions of 8;  p2 = 1500. 
p4 = 600, ps == 300 cm-1 

moments decrease a little with increasing p4 and p6 

about equally at 300 K ;  rather more with p6 a t  100 K. 

t I 

59 63 

FIGURE 2 Principal and average magnetic moments for j"J 
system as functions of 8 and temperature; p2 = 1500, p4 = 600, 
ps = 300 cm-1; A and B, a t  100 and 300 K respectively; 
C and D, p at 300 and 100 K respcctively; E and J?, pj- at 300 
and 100 K respectively 

Anisotropies behave differently with respect to the two 
parameters, Ap decreasing with increasing p4 or decreasing 
p6. The curves in Figure 3 are appropriate for the 
conditions quoted, viz., p6 = 300 cm-l in 3(a) and 
p4 = 400 cm-l in 3(b). From similar graphs, not shown, 
we observe, however, that  the behaviour of values with 
respect to p4 depends upon p6 and vice versa. Thus, for 
ps ca. 600 cm-l, p (100 K) is independent of pq (200- 
1200 cm-l). Further p (300 K) is generally fairly in- 
sensitive to  p4 or p6. We find, in consequence, that we 

of magnetic anisotropies and of the temperature vari- 
ations of both A p  and p are fairly small in relation to  the 
size of $. It will be interesting, therefore, to  see how 
well the same point-charge model used throughout 
this series can reproduce the experimental values for 
Ho (an t i ~ ) ~ & .  

The dependences of principal and average moments on 
the fourth- and sixth-order radial parameters p4 and 

are shown in Figures 3(a) and (b) respectively. Mean 

200 400 600 ' 800 100 200 300 400 4 Icm-' f /cm" 

Principal and average magnetic moments forf1.O ions 
as functions of (a) p4, when pz = 1500, p6 r= 300 cm-l, 0 == 53" 
and (b) p6, when F~ = 1500, p4 = 400 cm-', and 0 = 53'; 
curves A--F as in Figure 2 

FIGURE 3 

can fit the p values for Ho(antip),I, within 1% (experi- 
mental error) anywhere in the ranges: 200 < p4 < 1200 
cm-l, 0 < p6 < 600 cm-l. This unsatisfactory situation 
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is greatly improved, however, if we examine the tem- 
perature-dependence of p, for which the experimental 
error is considerably less. 

In  Figure 4 we plot calculated values of p (300) - 
p (100) as functions of pa for a family of p6 values. The 
experimental value for Ho(antip),I, shown with an 
estimated error of &0.01 B.M. is the diference between 
mean moments at the two temperatures. It is fortunate 
t o  find an experimental value for p (300) - @ (100) as 
low as 0.16 B.M. for this immediately sets limits on p4 
and pa: a value near 0.35 B.M., for example, could not. 
The possible pq and p6 values are fixed very much more 
sensitively than by consideration of the absolute p values 
alone. p4 Must be less than ca. 500 cm-l and p6 < 200 

0 

_--- 

I I I 

-1 700 900 500 pL/crn 300 

FIGURE 4 Calculated temperature dependence of p as function 
of p, and pa. Experimental value of (i (300 K) - p (100 K) for 
Ho(antip),I, is shown with error bar of & O * O l  B.M.; pa = A, 
600; B, 600; C, 400; D, 300; E, 200; F, 100; and G, 50 cm-1 

cm-l, but there is an inverse correlation between these 
parameter values. An intermediate choice might be 
p4 = 350, p6 = 150 cm-l. In  what follows we shall 
consider two cases representing situations near the 
extreme ends of the fits shown in Figure 4, viz., p4 = 450, 
p6 = 50 cm-1, and p4 = 250, p6 = 200 cm-1. 

For each of these two cases we have calculated aniso- 
tropies as functions of p2 and 0 in the usual way.l In  
anticipation of the result we note the point made in 
Figure 3 that  the dependences of Ap on p4 and p6 are 
opposed, so there will tend to  be a cancellation effect such 
that A2"(r2) values for the two cases should not be too 
different. Tables 5(a) and (b) list for various p2 values, 
8 values which exactly fit Ap of Ho(antip),I, a t  300, 200, 
and 100 K with associated A,"(r2) values for each case. 
Also shown are calculated p values which are invariably 
ca. 1% greater than the observed values, ie., within 
experimental error. As for other members of the 
series Of, the 0 value to  fit, varies a little with tem- 
perature and the dependence of Of on temperature is 
slightly different for the two cases studied. As pre- 

dicted from the general trends noted earlier, A,"(r2> 
values for the two cases are somewhat similar being 
ca. 25% greater for p4 = 450, = 50 cm-l. 

TABLE 5 

Ho(antip),I,. p2/0 Values to fit anisotropies : calculated 
A2'(r2) [= &,(3 cosz 8 - l)]  and @ values 

ExDerimental values of G.: 300 K.  10.48: 200 K, 10.44; 
100 K, 10-33'B.M. ' 

(a) p4 = 460; pa = 50 cm-l 
TIE; 0" A ao(rP>/cm-l 

300 49.48 200 
200 48.60 234 
100 48.76 228 

300 61-83 219 
200 61-31 258 
100 61-17 270 

pa  = 600 cm-l 

pz = 1000 cm-l 

p2 = 1500 cm-l 
300 52.80 217 
200 62.38 268 
100 62.23 28 1 

pz = 2000 cm-' 
300 53.25 221 
200 52-93 27 1 
100 52-79 29'3 

(b) i), = 260; ps = 200 cm-1 
p2 = 600 cm-l 

300 50.43 163 
200 60.27 170 
100 51.42 125 

pa = 1000 cm-I 
300 52.30 183 
200 52.12 197 
100 52.62 158 

pz = 1600 cm-1 
300 53.10 183 
200 62.89 208 
100 53.17 176 

p2 = 2000 cm-1 
300 63-45 193 
200 53.32 210 
100 63-53 181 

& (calc)/B.M. 

10.60 
10.56 
10.44 

10.60 
10.56 
10-43 

10.60 
10-56 
10.43 

10.60 
10.56 
10.43 

10.60 
10.57 
10.44 

10.60 
10.67 
10.44 

10.61 
10.57 
10.45 

10.61 
10.57 
10.45 

In conclusion we quote values for Ho(antip),I, as 
lying between the correlated sets : p4 = 450, p6 = 50, and 
A,"(r2) = 260 & 35 cm-l; and p4 = 250, p6 = 200, and 
A,"(r2) = 190 & 30 cm-l. A compromise set would be 
p4 = 350, p6 = 150, and A,"(r2) ca. 220 cm-l. As will 
be discussed at the conclusion of this series, these values 
fall in line with those of the holmium analogues so that 
the same point-charge model appears to describe the 
magnetic properties adequately even for the somewhat 
anomalously low anisotropies and temperature variations 
forf10 noted in Figure 2. 

APPEXDIX 

Using the matrices and best-fit, intermediate-coupling 
parameters of Crozier and R ~ n c i r n a n , ~ ' ~  we have cal- 
culated the diagonalization of the free-ion fl0 states. 
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Eigenvectors for the lowest states are as in Table 6 
where l1,l2 in tXc,  " X  is a Russell-Saunders term label, 
b is the seniority number, and c is the Racah U quantum 

number. Correction factors l3 by which the crystal- 
field reduced matrix elements used in conjunction with 

11 B. G. Wybourne, ' Spectroscopic Properties of Rare Earths,' 
Interscience, New Pork, 1965. 

12 C. W. Nielson and C. F. Koster, ' Spectroscopic Coefficients 
for the pn, dn, and fn Configurations,' M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, 
Mass., 1963. 

pure Russell-Saunders state functions must be multiplied 
have been calculated from the eigenvectors above. 
They are as in Table 7. 

TABLE 7 

u 4  6 1 8  517 
u 2  

U6 

61* 0.9141 
0.9283 
0.9386 

0.9063 0.9625 
517 0.9342 0.97 11 

0.9414 0.9880 
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